GOLD FINDER
PREMIER GOLD DETECTOR!

GUARANTEED TO FIND MORE GOLD!
56 kHz Frequency
56 kHz gives you the ultimate in sensitivity and depth.

IP54
IP54 Protects your metal detector from dust and water spray from any direction.

Discrimination
Filter out unwanted items when detecting.

(2) Coil Bundle Package
Comes with (2) waterproof DD Search Coils (10x5.5" and 5"
including search coil covers.

Visual LED Discrimination
Know if it's ferrous or non-ferrous before you dig.

Audio Boost Switch
Audio boost weak signals from small or deep targets.

KEY FEATURES

1. **Ferrous / Gold Non-Ferrous LED Lights**
   Bright color LEDs indicate ferrous or non-ferrous targets

2. **Sensitivity**
   Higher level of adjustment allows the machine to sense targets deeper

3. **Discrimination Filter**
   Helps you reject unwanted targets

4. **iSAT**
   Maintains the steadiness of the Threshold tone in All Metal Mode

5. **iMASK**
   Eliminate false signals caused by ground mineralization or hot rocks

6. **Ground Balance - Auto / Manual**
   Ignore the masking effect that iron ground minerals have over metal targets

7. **Boost**
   Amplify weak detection response for very small / deep targets

8. **Tracking**
   Auto-adjusts ground balance to compensate for ground mineralization changes
TECHNICAL SPECS

Operating Principle: VLF
Operating Frequency: 56 kHz
Search Modes: I (All Metal / Disc 1 Fast / Disc 2 Deep)
Ground Balance: Automatic / Manual / Tracking
Sensitivity Range: 1 - 10
Discrimination Filter Range: 0 - 40
Audio Boost: Yes
Search Coils: AU26 Waterproof DD Search Coil 26 x 14 cm (10” x 5.5”) with 7’ Cable
Weight: 1.5 kg (33 lbs) including search coil and batteries
Length: Adjustable 120 cm - 140 cm (47” - 55”)
Battery: 4 x AA Alkaline
Warranty: 2 Years

PACKAGE CONTENTS

AU26 Waterproof DD Search Coil 26 x 14 cm (10” x 5.5”) with 7’ Cable
AU13 Waterproof DD Search Coil 13 cm (5”) with 7’ Cable
Headphones
Nylon Hip Mount Belt
4 AA Alkaline Batteries
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